REVIEWS BMITISH
These concepts are not new. As the author himself points out, they derive from the teachings of Sapir and Whorf, two linguists who became particularly interested in comparative studies of language as a means of understanding each culture's symbolic value systeem, which in turn finds expression in custom and belief. Whorf emphasized that the vocabulary and grammatical forms of each language impose a particular mode of perceiving the world upon every child whose mother tongue it is; and in lesser degree this holds true for geographical or occupational sub-groups who develop a language of their own. His reading of Sapir and Whorf has prompted the author to make interesting observations of his patientsI preferred delusions and of their cultural context; nor is thi's of purely academic interest-there are many West Ind-ian patients in our hospitals and clinics to-day whose symptoms become more intelligible when one understands the significance of obeah (or magic) 
